Abstract
Introduction
An important topic in the study of bounded query classes is the difference between parallel and serial oracle access mechanisms. When an oracle Turing machine uses the parallel oracle access mechanism, all of the queries to the oracle are asked simultaneously.
Then, the oracle's replies are given as a bit-vector. In contrast, when a Turing machine makes serial queries, the queries can depend on the replies t o the previous queries. The difference between parallel and serial queries also highlights the difference between bounded query language and function cla.sses. For example, for
The results stated in (1) and (2) leave us in a bit of confusion because we cannot say outright that 2k -1 parallel queries are stronger than k serial queries. This is only true for functions and not languages. And even in the case of function classes it is not clear if the reato enumerability or the hardness of SAT. In particular, the enumerability argument described above can be used t o show that for any oracle X (even nonrecursive ones), x$' Tl E In this paper, we revisit the issue of parallel versus serial queries by considering functions that have a limited number of output bits. Let pF:AT[kl --p~,SATll!2 '-11 Also, since x,")Tl has 2k -1 bits of output, by (2): pFSATIk1 -pF: : -T/ 1[2"-11
So, what about PF;AT[kl versus PFj SATII[2"-11 for values of j greater than 1 and less than 2k -l ? Can the two classes be equal? Would equality imply that P = NP?
The main result in this paper shows that, pF,SATL21 = PF:AT11[31 3 PH E: .
In contrast, for machines limited to 1 bit of output we already know that PF,SAT[21 = PF:ATI'[31 [5] and for machines limited to 3 bits of output PF,SAT'" = PF3sATII[31 j P = NP [7] . 
Preliminaries
In this section we discuss the definitions and notation used in this paper as well as prior results needed to prove the main theorem. We assume the reader is familiar with the standard definitions in computational complexity theory (q.v. [3, 4, 131) . We begin with the notation for various bounded query classes.
Definition 1
0 Let denote the class of languages recognized by polynomial-time oracle Turing machines which ask a t most k serial queries to the oracle A . be the left-to-right ordering of the outputs a t each leaf of the oracle query tree. We will also use OUT(M,x) to denote this sequence of possible outputs. We define the true path in an oracle query tree to be the path taken using the correct replies from the oracle. Given a specific path in the oracle query tree, we say that a query string qi is a positive query relative t o the path if the path assumes that q2 E SAT -i.e., the path proceeds to the right after the query node 9%. When the number of serial queries is bounded by O(log,n) we can compute the sequence of possible outputs in polynomial time using no oracle queries simply by trying all possible replies froin the oracle. Definition 2 For constant k, we define the languages BLk, coBLk and ODDEAT as follows:
Definition 3
We say that a sequence of Boolean for-
The language BLk is -complete for the kth level of the Boolean Hierarchy [8, 9] . In our proof of the main theorem, we will work with BL3 and coBL3 which can also be defined directly as: first and second bits are equal. One would think that a proof that e 3 2 E PF:AT[21 --r. P H collapses should avoid nested sequence entirely. However, the proof of our main theorem does the exact opposite, as we shall see in the next section. To prove our main theorem, we will also need the following lemmas:
Proof Sketch: We can use any of several proofs that a collapse of the Boolean Hierarchy implies the collapse of P H [6, 10, 12, 151 . Using any of these proofs, we would get
In our application, the reduction from BL3 to coBL3 is by a polynomial-time function which has polynomial advice. Since the advice for the reduction can also be given to the NP machine computing SAT. We still get
Then, P H collapses to E: by Yap's theorem [17] . show that any PF:AT'21 computation can be reduced to one of BL1, coBL1, BL2! coBLz, BL3 and coBL3 depending on the number and type of mind changes made in the sequence of possible outputs of the oracle query tree. The only sequence that corresponds to BL3 is (0,1,0, 1). In the remaining cases when the possible output sequence is not (0,1,0, I), the computation of M(F1, F2, F3) can be reduced to coBL3, since BL1, coBL1, BL2, coBLz all reduce to coBL3. We provide the proof of one of these cases and leave the rest to the reader. Consider the PF,SAT121 computation in Figure 2 . Using the queries 91, 92 and 93 in the oracle query tree, we define the following sequence of Boolean formulas:
The general pattern here is that p , is the conjunction of the positive queries relative to path i in the oracle query tree, where the paths are numbered from left to right. In general, path i is the true path if and only if pi is sa.tisfiable and for all j > i, p j is unsat- We are now ready t o construct the advice function. For those who are familiar with the proof techniques in bounded query complexity, we will use the "advisees trick" from Amir, Beige1 and Gasarch [l, 21. We will essentially show that one of the three cases described above must always happen.
Fix a length n. We will consider only those triples ( 2 1 , 2 2 ,~3 ) such that n = 1x11 = llc2l = 1x31. Let H be a Boolean formula of length n. We say that (z1,z2,z3) is an advisee of H if either H E SAT and OUT(M, (z; A H , z ; , z h ) ) # (00,11,00,11) or H SAT and OUT(M, (z; A N, xi, zi)) = (00,11,00,11).
As usual, (z;,zC;,zi) denotes the nested version of ( z l , 2 2 , z3). In the construction of the first part of the advice string for length n, we add to the advice string the H ' s that have the most number of advisees. 
IA(H)I is largest. d. s := S -A ( H ) .

END OF CONSTRUCTION
The while loop in this construction can iterate at most O ( n ) times since each time through the loop we remove at least one quarter of the elements from S. The construction of the first part of the advice string can terminate in two ways. When the while loops terminates normally, S cont,ains fewer than 16 triples. Then, we simply add each triple to the advice string along with 1 bit indicating whether the triple is in BL3. We call this the second part of the advice string. We also add one more bit to the advice string indicating that the while loop terminated normally. 0 1 1 the other hand, if the while loop halted abnormally, then V H E 7 and VZ 6 S , let E ( 5 ) denote the event that oUT(Ad? (z: A H, XI, xi)) = (00: 11,00, 11), where Z = (ZI ! 5 2 , -cg ).
If this were not the case, then for some H E 7, IA(H)I would be at least ; I S and we would not have halted the loop a.bnormally. Thus, we almost have a B P P algorithm for SAT for instances in 7. (Note that the only H's of length n that are not in 7 have already been added to the advice string.) The difficulty in converting the implications in ( 3 ) and (4) into a BPP algorithm is that the set S might be difficult to compute. Hence it is not clear how one can effectively choose an 5 randomly from S . However, this difficulty does not prevent us from amplifying the probabilities by repeated trials and siding with the majority. Then, using Finally, we recap how the P/poly reduction h uses the advice function to reduce BL3 to coBL3.
2 . Let (F;, Fi, Fi) be the nested version of (F1, F2, F3 ). ( F i , F;,F;) ) # (00,11,00, ll), then use Lemma 6 to construct ( G I , G2,Gs).
If OUT(M,
4.
Examine the advice string for length n, and determine whether the while loop terminated normally during the construction of the first part of the advice string.
If the while loop terminated normally:
a. Check whether ( F 1 , F2, F3) 
Extensions
The proof of t,he main theorem can be extended in several ways. We omit the full proofs in this version of the paper. In the first extension, we consider the case of k serial queries for functions with 2 bits of output.
Proof Sketch: The proof proceeds in the same fashion as the proof for Theorem 7. We do need t o prove an analog of Lemma 6 for B L p -1 and PF, machines whose sequence of possible outputs is not ( 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , . . . ,0,1). Also, instead of Q32 we will use a function Q which on input ( P I ! .
. . , F 2 k -l ) outputs the 2-bit value ab, where a = 1 U ( F l , . . . , F 2 k -1 ) E BL2"-, and b = 1 e ( F I , . . . , F p -1 ) E ODD^^?,. SAT[3] .
New proof techniques are needed. In particular, we need techniques that avoid the use of the enumerability argument even more than we have managed in this paper.
